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DAVID LOCK
ASSOCIATES:
Delivering bespoke
strategies for planning,
masterplanning and
placemaking

We are an independent town planning and urban
design consultancy with a reputation for delivering
successful, commercially aware projects at all scales.
Our projects represent bespoke strategies born
out of our extensive industry expertise, our flair for
innovation and our focus on excellent design. They
influence decision making and investment choices
by the public and private sectors. At the strategic
scale they help to deliver infrastructure, transform
economies and evolve the geography of towns,
cities and sub-regions.

Our motivation is our desire to use our combined
skills and experience in spatially-led planning,
working collaboratively with trusted partners, to
help deliver great and sustainable places where
communities can grow and prosper.
We have been based in Milton Keynes since our
inception in 1988.
Please get in touch if you would like to learn more
about our unique offer.
DAVID LOCK ASSOCIATES LTD.
50 North Thirteenth Street
Central Milton Keynes
MK9 3BP
+44 (0) 1908 666276
mail@davidlock.com
www.davidlock.com
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FANCY A NEW
CHALLENGE?
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Whether you are familiar with David Lock Associates or reading
about us for the first time, we hope this booklet will give you a
sense of the ambition and dynamism within our Company.
We aim to provide opportunities for good people to do great
things – the quality of the projects we take on is of equal
importance to the high quality of our outputs. Helping to plan,
design and deliver the sorts of places that we would choose
to live in, at the rate and scale necessary to allow the UK to
prosper, is at the heart of what we do.
Our track record in town and city centre masterplanning and
regeneration is a core part of our history and identity. From
the redevelopment of parts of London’s riverside and the
ongoing growth and change of cities such as Southampton and
Norwich, to the regeneration of our northern cities and New
Towns from Bradford to Stevenage, planning and design for
cities is in our DNA.
Our strong team of planners, masterplanners and urban
designers apply pragmatism and creativity in equal measure;
combined with sound technical expertise, strong leadership
of multi-disciplinary teams, commercial awareness and
unabashed enthusiasm for what we do, our offer is dynamic
and focused on high quality results.
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In May 2014, the ‘100 Biggest Permissions’ survey by Planning
magazine ranked DLA number one amongst consultants
who had advised on the most residential schemes of 3,000+
homes and the biggest commercial and industrial planning
permissions. Since then we have added further projects to our
portfolio, and we have been fortunate to acquire many new
clients who have recognised us as industry leaders.
We seek people who like to be stretched, who are not afraid to
express an opinion or step forward to take on new challenges.
Our low level of staff turnover is a good indicator of the
potential to grow a fulfilling and stimulating career here, all the
while enjoying what we do – but we are not all about work!
The Company’s annual events calendar includes regular trips,
gatherings and charity fundraising activities, as well as training
and CPD opportunities. Our office has a thriving social life,
with a wide range of both planned and spontaneous activities,
and we have a friendly, relaxed and supportive working
environment in Milton Keynes.
So, if you are a talented planner, urban designer, graphic
designer or GIS operator looking for a role that is as ambitious
as you are, please get in touch. We are always interested to
receive enquiries from potential recruits, even when we have
not advertised for a role.
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THE THINGS
WE VALUE

Enjoyment: Coming to work has to be fun,
stimulating and inspiring.
Shared Ownership: Our Company ownership is
held in trust on behalf of all our employees, and we
have no external shareholders. This means that all
decisions are made in the interests of our practice
and our staff, with greater profit sharing and
business investment.
Professionalism: We seek excellence, effectiveness
and diligence to provide high quality outputs and
sound advice. Involvement and teamwork based on
mutual support and respect are important.
Personal development: based on equality of
opportunity and seeking to realise individual
talents and skills. We are committed to the
principle of equal opportunity in employment and
are committed to creating a harmonious working
environment in which every employee is treated
with respect and dignity.
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Commitment: and a passion for the work that we
do, recognising the importance of maintaining an
appropriate work-life balance.
Sustainability: DLA is committed to minimising its
carbon footprint by maximising resource efficiency
through our everyday practices, and by a policy
of carbon offsetting. We also operate an adopted
Travel Plan, with a package of measures to promote
safe and sustainable travel.
Community: We support our community through
the work of local charities and organisations. Our
commitment won us the Milton Keynes Community
Foundation award for Corporate Philanthropy in
2012. In addition, our Charity Group, made up of
staff members, manages the distribution of the DLA
charity fund. Recent projects include furnishing and
equipping homes for several refugee families, in
conjunction with the British Red Cross.
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ABOUT
OUR TEAM
We continue our founder’s vision of bringing together likeminded people, who have a vocation to design and plan
sustainable communities to provide people with the homes,
jobs and services they need.
Our talented team is made up of planners and urban designers
from a variety of backgrounds and life experiences. We work
in mixed teams, and our office layout encourages discourse
between disciplines.
Our planners offer expertise in planning policy formulation,
development management, EIA, planning strategy, site
promotion and strategic planning. New recruits have an
opportunity to find their feet with familiar work, whilst having
the opportunity to branch out into other areas of planning.
DLA’s urban design team includes people with backgrounds in
planning, architecture, landscape architecture, highway design
and transport planning. Together, they work across all scales,
from masterplanning sites of several hundred hectares to
resolving detailed development parcel layouts.
Our core team is complemented by industry experts in graphic
design, AutoCAD and GIS, as well as development viability and
funding.
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OUR
CLIENTS
We work for private, public and voluntary sector clients, providing an
integrated service from inception through to implementation. Our client
list includes many of the UK’s major land developers, house builders,
logistics companies, commercial investors, blue chip companies and
metropolitan authorities.
We work closely alongside them to help shape projects, secure consents
and realise opportunities.
What our clients say…
“It’s the quality of their thinking that really sets them apart”
Our clients know they can throw complex problems at us and we will
come back with solutions that work. Debate and discussion around our
projects and the challenges we face is part of our working day.
“They’re always on time, they’re professional… But above all they’re
normal people! With a good sense of humour!”
We forge long-standing relationships with clients because we understand
what they need and we can make it happen.
“Their planning and urban design skills are second to none”
We maintain the highest professional standards within our team. We
balance technical excellence with great advocacy skills to ensure our
clients receive the best possible support in meeting their objectives.
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LIVING & WORKING
IN MILTON KEYNES
Milton Keynes is a vibrant city and offers a quality of life which
contradicts the reputation projected by the uninitiated! Most of
our team live in and around the city.
Our office is located within Central Milton Keynes close to
shops and restaurants, bars, cinemas and the indoor ski slope.
As a Company, we take full advantage of its extensive open
spaces and facilities to enhance our social calendar, with
theatre trips, sporting events, cycle rides and evenings out.
Our staff enjoy quick and easy access into Central London,
Birmingham, Oxford and Cambridge. Outstanding countryside
and numerous historic landscapes and National Trust
properties are all within easy reach. Bletchley Park, home to
the WWII codebreakers, is a short trip from our office.
Milton Keynes is our scrapbook as well as our home and
our workplace. Its embodiment of garden city principles,
contemporary design, inspiring landscape, innovative
economic planning and coordinated delivery, that have made it
such a success, remain highly relevant to the UK’s development
challenges today.
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NEW RECRUIT
EXPERIENCES
Our aim is to help new recruits integrate
as quickly as possible. New members of
staff benefit from a two-day induction
course to help them get their bearings.
All staff are appointed a Personal
Manager who is responsible for providing
guidance on both professional and
personal matters. We undertake annual
and mid-year appraisals to review an
individual’s progress against objectives
and to explore opportunities for training
and skill enhancement.
Graduate planners are supported
through the Assessment of Professional
Competence (APC) process.
There are no bars to progression
at DLA. Advancement is based on
levels of demonstrable skill, technical
competence, experience, as well as
ambition and drive.
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Graduate Experience

Career Development

DANIEL WEST

FRANCESCA PARMENTER

“My Planning Masters required
me to gain experience in the
planning and development
sector. I came across David Lock
Associates during my studies
and they happened to be located in my home town. I embarked
upon a two week period of work experience to find out more
about the company, during this time I was involved in a range
of exciting projects, from working on a strategic scale urban
extension, to facilitating a public consultation, as well as smallscale site appraisals. I thoroughly enjoyed the work itself as well
as the friendly and creative office environment, in which there is a
mixture of young people as well as experienced Partners who are
experts across the disciplines offered at DLA. After extending my
work experience a further two weeks I was soon offered a full time
job – all without an arduous interview process.

“On joining David Lock
Associates, I was told that there
would be no barriers to my
career progression and that my
commitment and drive to my
continued professional growth would be supported.

I have now been at DLA for over 2 years and during this time
I have become involved in a vast spread of projects, from
sustainable urban extensions to the regeneration of a historic
harbour, to commercial sites, the former consisting of thousands
of new homes akin to the New Towns which originally sparked my
interest in Planning. DLA provides me with the unique opportunity
to work closely with Urban Designers, GIS technicians, and a
dedicated CAD and Graphics team, enabling my creativity working
in collaborative teams whilst also affording a high level contact (at
an early career stage) with clients, Local Authorities, engineers,
architects, and stakeholders.”

A strong but informal organisational structure provides the
flexibility to work with a number of Partners with diverse
skill sets and varied client groups, which has created a solid
foundation not only for my career development but a richness
of project work.”

After some 6 years at DLA I have gained new experiences
through working on a broad range of projects that include
strategic site promotion, implementation of urban extensions
and preparation of redevelopment strategies for local
communities. Personal development and creative thinking is
strongly supported at DLA through peer support and review.
My progression to managing more complex projects provides
opportunities for me to shape the direction of projects, broaden
my knowledge, and build strong client relationships.
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Public to Private Sector

SCOTT GIBSON

“I joined David Lock Associates
after qualifying in Urban Design
and developing my design
experience in the public sector
on a variety of town centre
regeneration, public realm and urban extension projects.
At David Lock Associates, I can apply creative thinking to a
cross section of projects that range from proposals for small
sites to master plans for major urban extensions, and strategic
development frameworks. I enjoy translating ideas into design
concepts, illustrations and communicating good placemaking.”
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EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS

As part of our employment offer,
we provide a range of benefits.

Provision for
pension

Enhanced
Leave

All staff are
automatically
enrolled within three months’
service. If you opt into the scheme,
DLA will contribute 5%-8% of an
employee’s salary.

After five years of
service, staff begin
to accumulate enhanced leave
entitlement at a rate of one day
for each year of service, up to a
maximum of 25 days’ leave in total.
Enhanced leave can be taken after
ten years’ service, either in full or on
an incremental basis. This offers an
opportunity for travel or extended
family time.

The pension scheme also allows
for “salary exchange” depending
on the employee’s contribution.
The company will contribute
5% without any employee
contribution.

Discretionary
bonus/profit
share
We are owned by
an Employee Benefit Trust which
means our profits are reinvested
back into the company or onto
staff in the form of performance
related bonuses.
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Childcare
Voucher
scheme

Cycle
to Work
scheme

Payment of
professional
subscriptions

Medical
Insurance
scheme

DLA offers a
scheme whereby Childcare
Vouchers can be used to pay,
via salary exchange, for the
care of children by a registered
or approved provider. This
scheme enables parents to make
substantial savings against the
cost of childcare.

Employees can
purchase a tax free bike, helmet
and accessories by exchanging
part of their salary in return for a
loan. Milton Keynes is particularly
cycle friendly with a network
of redways around the City;
our office has secure lock up
provision for cyclists, plus shower
facilities and we hold regular
‘cycle to work breakfasts’ for
encouragement and reward.

We will reimburse
the cost of an employee’s
professional subscriptions, paid to
a recognised professional institute.

We operate a
medical insurance scheme which
is available to all staff. The full
cost of the scheme for each
employee is met by the Company.
Additional family members may
be included in the scheme at the
cost of the employee.

Group Life
Insurance
DLA contributes to
an insurance scheme
to pay four times an employee’s
annual salary in the event of
death in service.

Annual
Leave

Flexible
working

Car Share
subsidy

Mobility
Allowance

In addition to Bank
Holidays we offer a
generous annual leave entitlement:
•
0-5 years’ service – 25 days’
leave per annum.
•
Over 5 years’ service – 30
days’ leave per annum.

Providing you
have 26 weeks’
continuous service you are entitled
to request a flexible working
arrangement. A request could,
for example, relate to the total
number of hours worked, the
times at which you work, or the
place of work.

To encourage car
sharing, we offer
a subsidy to cover
the annual charge of joining the
local car sharing scheme run by
Milton Keynes Council.

DLA provide a
monthly mobility
allowance to certain employees
by virtue of grade.

The scheme will reimburse the
costs of dental treatment, eye
tests, spectacles and lenses,
health screening, specialist
consultations, osteopathy,
chiropody, physiotherapy up
to certain ceilings within a year
time frame, and also offers a
free and confidential 24 hour
counselling helpline.
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WHY NOT
APPLY?
If you have any questions, or wish to apply for a position, please
contact the following Partners:
CONTACTS
Planning:
Heather Pugh

hpugh@davidlock.com

Urban Design:
Joanne Cave
jcave@davidlock.com
Graphic Design, GIS and AutoCAD:
Simon Pugh
spugh@davidlock.com
Please provide a CV and a letter summarising your experience
to date, a flavour of your ambitions and reasons why you would
particularly like to work for DLA.
Applicants for urban design and graphic design positions should
include a portfolio of your most relevant work examples, along
with a clear indication of your role in the design work or project.
Examples can include student projects.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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